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Title HEAD - exhibits located. Investigation PALACE 

Type TEXT File Number IN-218 
DOCUMENTS:Investigators 
Note 

Date Created 13 Jun 2007 Status Accepted 
Created By DET INSP MICHAEL 

ASH WOOD 
Source Investigation PALACE-70-79 Source File Number IN-184 
Date of Note 29/07/2005 
Electronic or 
Scanned Copy 
Brief Description 
On Wednesday, 20/07/2005, during the review of the murder of Ernest Allan HEAD 
at Summer Hill, 17/06/1976, I came across a yellow envelope containing 3 further 
sealed smaller white envelopes. The writing on the yellow envelope indicated that it 
contained 4 items, however, only three were inside. The envelope was contained 
within an expanding file within one of the boxes. This file also contained the 
statements taken during the investigation. 

The three white envelopes were each labelled FS76/178-29, 31 and 32 (it would 
appear that FS76/178-30 is the missing envelope). Each of the envelopes also 
stated they contained a cigarette butt and where it had been located. I did not open 
the envelopes, but it was apparent that they did contain cigarette butts as stated as 
there was tobacco crumbs throughout the larger yellow envelope. 

On Thursday, 28/07/2005 I conveyed the exhibits to Ashfield Police Station and 
booked them up as exhibit 264/D194688 pending analysis at DAL. 

In the brief was the original analyst certificate indicating that the items had been 
examined in 1976 and grouped, with the presence of group 0, PGM 2-1 blood group 
substances established. This blood group is different to the deceased and consistent 
with semen found at the crime scene. 
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